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As a newcomer to Nebraska, I am impressed by a number of
things.
I am impressed with the people of Nebraska. People working
together can accomplish much that individuals or small groups
cannot on their own. Cooperation among individuals, groups, the
Legislature and the University of Nebraska was behind the very
founding of the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources.
And it's that kind of cooperation that will make the difference
between standing still and moving ahead, between winning and
losing the battle to improve the lot of all Nebraskans.
I am impressed by the University. The Institute has a dedicated
and productive faculty and staff on the Lincoln campus, at the
regional centers, in Extension offices across the state and at the
School of Technical Agriculture at Curtis. I commend them for
their past achievements, and encourage them to continue and, yes,
to increase their efforts toward improving the quality of life in
Nebraska, as well as increasing agricultural productivity and efficiency, and making wise use of our natural resources.
Nebraska has made great strides, particularly in recent decades,
in productivity and quality of life, and the future potentital is even
greater.
I am impressed by the availability of fertile land, of a good
water supply and of a climate generally conducive to agricultural
production. We have challenges to meet if we are to maintain or
improve our relative position in the national and world marketplace. We must learn more about making the best possible use of
our natural resources .
The Institute, with its threefold mission of Research, Extension
and Education, can playa major role in meeting the challenges of
the future. But success will take the continued cooperation of all
Nebraskans, city and rural dwellers alike.
I am pleased to be a part of the future of the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources and the University of Nebraska.

Dr. MARTIN A. MASSENGALE became vice chancellor of the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources at UNL on March 22.

Eye in the Sky
By Blaine L. Blad and
Norman J. Rosenberg

Satellites
May Soon Be Used
To Help Conserve
Our Water Resources

Satellites may soon play an important role in conserving Nebraska's water resources. Irrigation
across the state has been rapidly
increasing and the greater demand on our water supplies requires proper management of this
vital resource.

In some areas of the state-near
Alliance and Imperial, for
example-water is being pumped
from
underground
storage
quicker than it is being recharged
by rainfall. This mining of wafer
will eventually exhaust the water
supply. This fact, coupled with the
need to conserve the energy required to pump water, makes it
necessary to irrigate with the least
(Continued on next page)

Figure 1. Thermal imagery, produced by an
aircraft-mounted scanner, of agricultural fields at
the University of Nebraska Experiment Station
near Mead on August 26, 1974. The darker the
color, the cooler the crop. Field A is irrigated
sorghum; B is dryland sorghum; C is dryland
sorghum growing in a windbreak system of
tic-tac-toe design; D is dryland soybeans growing
in a similar windbreak.

BLAINE L. BLAD is assistant professor of
Agricultural Meteorology and Ag Engineering. NORMAN J. ROSENBERG is professor of Agricultural Engineering and section
leader in Ag Meteorology.
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Satellites ...

waste. This requires proper irrigation scheduling.
In order to properly schedule
irrigation, the moisture status of
agricultural fields must be known.
Therefore, we must know how
much water each crop is using in
the process of evapotranspiration.
Evapotranspiration is a term which
describes the joint evaporation of
water directly from the soil and the
transpiration of water through the
plant.
One of the main functions of
transpiration is to cool the plant
because energy from the sun and
heat from the air is consumed as
water evaporates at the plant
leaves. When the soil moisture
supply becomes limited the evapotranspiration rate decreases and
the temperature of the vegetation
begins to increase. The temperature of a stressed plant, compared
with that of a plant well supplied
with water, or compared with the
surrounding air temperature, indicates the degree to which the
plant is stressed.
Research has shown that the
temperature of a crop can also be
used to estimate the amount of

water which has been used by a
crop; so measurements of the crop
temperature can also be used to
schedule irrigation. From crop
temperatures we can determine
the present moisture status of a
field and the amount of water the
field has used during the time the
crop temperature has been monitored.
Scanners Used

Thermal scanners mounted in
aircraft have been used to produce
temperature maps of the surface
below. The advantage of using
such temperature maps or imagery is that the temperature of several fields can be observed at the
same time and under the same
weather conditions. Using proper
techniques, it is possible to tell the
temperature of a field to within
about 1°C.
Examples of this temperature
imagery-commonly called infrared or thermal imagery-are
presented in Figures 1 and 2. The
relative evapotranspiration rates
of the different fields and crops
and the moisture of the irrigated
and non-irrigated crops can be interpreted from this imagery. In

Figure 2. Thermal imagery of fields between Schuyler and Columbus,
Nebraska, taken June 1, 1972. Field A is alfalfa; B is wheat; C is pasture;
o and E are bare soil; and F is a farmstead.
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general, the cooler the crop the
higher the evapotranspiration rate
and the better the water supply.
The imagery in Figure 1 was
made at Mead, Nebraska, during
the drought year of 1974. The irrigated sorghum (A) was cooler than
dryland sorghum (B,C). This
suggests that the dryland sorghum
was experiencing some water
stress. The soybeans (D) were at
about the same temperature as the
irrigated sorghum. The soybeans,
then, were probably not under
such great moisture stress as was
the sorghum crop.
This fact may help explain why
soybean yields were surprisingly
high in 1974. The field planted to
warm season grasses (E) was very
warm. Evapotranspiration from
this field was undoubtedly very
low and the grasses were under
great water stress or were dormant.
The imagery in Figure 2 was
made a few days after a substantial
rainfall. None of the crops should
have been under serious moisture
stress at that time. The alfalfa field
(A) and the wheat field (B) were
both very cool and evapotranspiration rates were high. The pasture (C) was somewhat warmer
with a corresponding lower
evapotranspiration rate than that
of the alfalfa and wheat fields. Actual measurements of evapotranspiration made in alfalfa and pasture fields in this area supported
this. The bare fields, D and E,
were very warm because the soil
surface was dry and evaporation is
low under those conditions. Buildings at the farmstead (F) show up
as warm spots, but the cool tree
windbreak to the north and west
shows up clearly.
These two examples illustrate
some of the useful information
which can be obtained from temperature maps made by airborne
thermal scanners. Soon scanners
will be in satellites, many miles
above the earth, and will provide
surface temperatures .with an accuracy of better than 1°C. When
such information from satellites
becomes available there will be a
new and valuable tool to aid in
conservation of one of our most
vital natural resources-water.D

Bicentennial
Tapestry
Spins Yarns
Of Nebraska

By Roberta Sward a nd
Reta Auble

\
'\

A new story about Nebraska has
unfolded through a tapestry large
enough to fill a 10' by 12' room.
Imagine more than 120 square
feet of needlepoint!
Twelve-inch squares of needlepoint d e picting some aspect of
each county in Nebraska wer e
joined with strips of blue fabric to
form the cooperative-effort bicentennial tapestry. The tapestry was
a project kicked off during the
1975 annual meeting of the Nebraska Council of Home Extension
Clubs (NCHEC). A piece of canvas, a needle and instructions for
types of stitches to be used were
furnished to each of 93 co unty
representatives and a color slide
presentation of a similar project in
an adjoining state motivated them
to go home and get busy.
Soon there were designs of
windmi ll s, landmarks, catt le,
grain, cowboys, bluffs and wagon
wheels; co ntests for the best design; digging into records in
county seats; verification of dates
and boundaries ; selections of yarn
colors and searches for the person
to do the needl e point. At this
point, o ld tales were uncovered
about th e history of some counties.
Some communities had much to
'brag" about, others had little. But
eve.ry group decided on somethingwhICh could be sewn into the can~~~fi;ijrmr vas along with the county's name.
County Home Extension C lub

Counci ls were responsible for
selecting a design.
Pride in their heritages swe lled
in the hearts of women across the
state . In one instance, a grand mother, her daughter and granddaughter each did a part of their
county's block. In another, every
club member put in a few stitches.
Still another was made by an 88year-old woman who was "thrilled
to work the needlepoint. ' ; One
lady re ported, "It was the most interesting thing I have ever done. "
As the completed blocks arrived
at the home of NCHEC President
Reta Auble of Arnold, a beautiful
melodrama of color fell into place.
Each narration unveiled something of interest about that area.
A co mmittee assembled the
!leedlepoint b~ocks alphabetically
111 sections of SIX blocks each, each
section hanging on a rod. Three
blocks were added to the center
for identification: one containing
the Home Extension Seal; one the
bicentennial logo; and the third
identifying the tapestry as a bicentennial project of NCHEC.
Within the Home Extension Seal
are the words "Cooperative Extension Service." This bicentennial
project has especia lly validated the
word "coo perative."O

DR. ROBERTA SWARD is ass istant directo r
( H ome Economics) for the Ne bra s ka
Coo per ative Extension Service. RETA
AUBLE is president of the Nebras ka Counci l
of H ome Extension C lubs.
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New Strategy May Ease Beef Risks
By James B. Hassler

An Advisory
Service May Be
Set Up
To Help Operators
Make Better
Marketing Decisions

Farmers and other agribusiness
managers frequently ask for more
positive beef marketing ad vice
than usually comes from the
USDA Extension Service. Recent
research has found a practical
method which can improve the
ability of a feedlot operator to assess market conditions and to
choose which actions to take.
In past years, there has been an
increasing financial risk at all levels
of beef production, largely because of alternating shortages and
abundances. Fluctuating prices
and periodic "accidental" profits
or losses have resulted.
This method used a system of
forecasting future beef cattle
p~ices and feeding costs, combined
with a method of choosing alternative. a.ctions link~d to future oppor~Ull1tles. If prelIminary acceptance
IS good, plans are to create an advisory system as a tool for feedlot
operators, and eventually others,
to help obtain steady profits.
The graph on the next page
compares results for a 15,000head (capacity) feedlot using different strategies. The top two lines
show realized returns if one could
predict market conditions exactly;
m other words, the highest returns
possible with perfect knowledge.
The standard strategy, shown by
the bottom line, is used for comparison. This strategy was to successively place in the feedlot 3,000
head of 700-pound choice feeder
JAMES B. HASSLER is professor of Agricultural Economics.
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steers and at the same time, sell
3,000 head of 1, 130-pound choice
~laughter steers each month, hopmg that "dollar averaging" over
price cycles would result in acceptable profits and reduced risks.
However, this strategy ended with
net losses for the period, as shown
in the graph.
The graph is based on the following:
1. Condition I-meaning all
marketing and placement actions are flexible and can be
changed every month (sell after
holding only one month).
2. Condition II-actions are inflexible, requiring that all sales be
at or above minimum normal
slaughter weights of 965 pounds
for steers and 880 pounds for
heifers before they are sold (no
quick turnover permitted).
3. Forecasting-using predicted
prices and costs for computing
"expected" returns per animal
for each successive future
month. This would be done by
the advisory service.
4. Certa.inty-using hindsight to
determme what the best decisions would have been.
The flexible strategy-Condition
I-placed light feeders in the feedlot for one or two months during
1972 to 1973 and shifted to heavy
feed~rs (800 to 900 pounds) for
sale Ill. one o~ t~o months during
the prIce-declmmg period of 1973
to 1974. Gains from this strategy
came from detecting the times to
leave the feedlot empty and from
quickly altering an inventory
which would either lose money or

fail to be as profitable as a new
choice. The graph shows realized
returns of $7.2 million using this
combination.
The inflexible strategy-Condition
II-placed heavy feeders (790 to
880 pounds) during the period of
1972 to June 1973, and sold them
at 1,000 to 1,100 pounds. A
placement of light feeder calves
(440 pounds) was made in June
1973 and sold in February 1974 at
a loss of $20 per head. A further
placement of heavy feeders which
were sold in June 1974 resulted in
a major loss of more than $100 a
head. Using a flexible strategy
(Condition I) would have avoided
this serious loss. From June 1974
through December 1974, positive
gains were realized from placement of heavy steers with quick
turnover at 965 pounds.
A problem with the forecasting
system is that it cannot detect turning points in price cycles. However, it quickly recognizes these

standard strategy
optimal strategy Condition
optimal strategy Condition
optimal strategy Condition
- - - optimal strategy Condition

situations after they have occurred. Decision errors are made,
but not as frequently as when the
standard strategy of operation is
used. 1
Advise Producers

Input from ranchers, feedlot
operators and credit agency personnel may be used to develop an
advisory service from the University of Nebraska. This service
would advise on inventory conditions, ranges of "acceptable" feeding programs and have information on price ranges and opportunity costs for better judgments by
users.
Plans are to extend the above
concepts to other operators' problems. They may also be applied to
'The forecasting system was based on
data estimated for 1962 to 1972. Testing
under the different restrictions was for
1972 to 1974. Actions and decisions employ
a monthly interval of accounting.

range producers in managing
their output inventories for timed
sales or custom feeding.
Similar concepts for a modern
swine operation may also be developed.
Solutions to the disorder in the
beef industry should be by
industry-wide methods, but use of
this model could lead indirectly to
significant improvements for the
national condition. Feedlot managers, bankers and Production
Credit Associations all are jointly
involved in the cattle-feeding
business and could gain from this
decision model by agreeing to
cooperative decisions over credit
extension periods.
The marketing advice can be
wrong on some occasions. This is a
risk which must be recognized by
all concerned. But usage and support must rest on the conclusion
that the method will be right more
often, and work better, than less
objective guides currently used. 0
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II under certainty
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Soil Samples:
How Many

Do You Need?

8

By M. L. Hooker,
G.A. Peterson and D. H. Sander
The need for soil tests to determine a field's fertilizer requirements for producing the best crop
yields has long ~een recognize?
With productlOn costs contmually increasing, obtaining maximum economic yields has become
more important then ever. Soil
testing is one managem~nt tool
which can be used to attam better
profits.
Although soil testing and the associated fertilizer recommendations have been improved, there
are some basic questions still not
completely answered. For example, how do you sample a certain
field and how many samples
should you take?
Answers to these questions can
be summarized in four steps.
First divide the field into sampling units based on soil type.
Then subdivide it according to
past fertilization and cropping
practices. Also consider soil differences you can see within the soil
type.
Secondly, determine how deep
you need to sample for nitrate nitrogen (N03'-N). Deeper sampling
depths (4 to 6 feet) are needed for
irrigated sandy soils, heavily irrigated soils or fields that will be
plant~d to deep-rooting crops such
as sugarbeets.
Thirdly, determine how many
cores are required depending
upon the nutrient for which you
are looking, the soil type being
sa,?pled and the sampling depth
usmg the charts shown.
Fourthly, take the cores randO~Illy ~~roughout each sampling
un!t. ~lvlde the cores into appropnate lI~crements (segments). This
should mclude a 0- to 8-inch increment for NOa-N and phosphorus analysis, and 8- to 24-inch
24- to 36-inch, etc., increments fo;

Opposite page, top: Visual differences in a field.
Far left: Soil sampling involves both time and
labor, but a soil test is no better than the
samples. Left: Soil sampling tool.

based on trouble spots and varying
management histories. Soil type is
a uniform unit of soil with similar
soil texture, organic matter, slope,
erosion, surface soil depth and location or presence of restricting
layers. It is a logical main division
of a field for sampling purposes. A
copy of the soil survey of the field
of interest can be used to determine sampling unit boundaries. If
the soil survey is not available, the
soil type sampling units can be estimated on the basis of changing
slope, soil color and soil texture.

Divide each core into appropriate increments.

deep NOa-N analysis. Mix similar
thoroughly, composite
lllto one sample and air dry
rapidly if possible.
In preparing to sample a field,
one must be aware of how the soil
varies within that field and the effect of this on accurately estimating nutrient levels in the soil. Sampling arbitrary areas, such as a
given field, can be extremely risky.
The area or field must be divided
into sampling units that are as uniform as possible. Because the soils
in most fields are a complex of
more than one soil type, sampling
units based on field boundaries
will usually result in a highly variable estimate of the nutrient. This,
in turn, may result in an incorrect
estimate of fertilizer requirements,
which translates into a loss of
money.
A good start toward taking representative samples is to divide the
field by soil type, with subdivisions
~ncrements

MARK L. HOOKER is research assistant in
Agronomy. G. A. PETERSON is professor of
Agronomy. D. H. SANDER is professor of
Agronomy and Agriculture Extension Specialist.

Visible Differences
After dividing the field into soil
types, look for visible soil differences within these divisions. These
can result in extreme differences
in the nutrient from one part of
the subdivision to another because
they are not a part of the soil type.
These visible differences may include wet spots, cut or fill areas,
eroded areas and fence rows. The
amount of topsoil is critical when
considering nutrient availability.
For example, cut areas in a field
could be deficient in zinc because
of the removal of organic matter
with the topsoil.
Although some of these visible
differences may exist, it is not always necessary to make subdivisions. If these subunits are not
larg~. en~)Ugh to warrant separate
fertilizatIOn, they should simply be
avoi.ded while sampling so they do
not mfluence the fertilizer practice
for the major part of the field. Less
visible differences which must be
considered in making subdivisions
a.re different cropping, fertilizatIOn and management histories.
These have the same effect on estimating soil nutrients as do visible
differences.
'The number of soil samples reqUired from each sampling unit
will vary depending upon the soil
type being sampled, the nutrient
~f interest, past fertilization prac~ICes and whether these practices
mc~uded band or broadcast application.
Five soil types were sampled by
researchers at the University of
Nebraska to determine how inten(Continued on next page)
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erally 3 to 4 feet to bedrock; and a
Rosebud soil.
The number of soil samples required to accurately estimate nitrogen and phosphorus in the
non-irrigated soils is indicated in
Charts 1 and 2. For example, sampling for nitrate-nitrogen to within
about 10 pounds per acre (lb/A) of
the average soil nutrient levels,
when sampling to a depth of 3
feet, requires four cores for each
soil type within that field.

Samples ...

Sampling area must be divided into units as uniform as possible.

sively each must be sampled. Four
of these soil types were from the
dryland wheat-producing area of
western Nebraska and one from
the irrigated corn-producing region in central Nebraska.
The dryland soils included:
Keith silt loam on a 1 to 3 per cent
slope; a Keith-Goshen soil type, or
deep Keith as it is considered in
soine areas; a shallow Keith, gen1 4 . . . " . , , . , . . , . . . - - - - - - - - -_ _
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Take Cores Randomly
These cores should be taken
randomly, divided into I-foot increments, mixed well and composited into single samples representing each depth (0 to 1, 1 to 2, and 2
to 3 feet). When sampling for a
phosphorus analysis, a desirable
amount of deviation would be
about 3 parts per million (ppm) of
the average nutrient level in that
sampling unit. In this case, 14
cores must be taken to an 8-inch
depth from each soil type. The 14
cores should then be composited
into a single sample for drying and
analysis.
The number of samples required to estimate NOa-N in the
fifth soil type, a Hastings silt loam,
is given in Chart 3. At the recommended deviation of about 15
Ib/A, 16 cores are required when
sampling to 3 feet. Again, the
samples should be taken in I-foot
increments, mixed thoroughly and
composited into a single sample. If
the deviation with which the nutrient level is estimated is increased,
the number of cores required will
be reduced (six cores at about 25
lbl A). However, this will increase
the chance of error in estimating
the NOa-N and making fertilizer
recommendations.
Estimating soil phosphorus in

70~~----------,
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Sample Separately
Past fertilization and cropping
practices pose other problems in
determining how to sample a field.
If two or more areas of the field
have had a history of widely different fertilization or crop rotation, they must be sampled as
separate units because of varying
nutrient levels which may exist
from one unit to the other.
Fields with a history of heavy
fertilization will require more intense sampling because of the variability of application methods and
use of the nutrient by plants.
These two factors result in differ-

LBiA)

'"~
o

the Hastings soil is a more complicated matter. This is true for all
soils which have received band applications of fertilizer. Chart 4 indicates the number of samples required to estimate soil phosphorus
if previous phosphate treatments
have been broadcast. Sam pIing to
the 8-inch depth with a desired
deviation of about 3 ppm requires
20 cores. These 20 cores are
mixed, composited and dried.
If phosphate fertilizers have
been banded, the number of samples required to accurately estimate this nutrient, within reasonable degrees of deviation, is highly
impractical. However, if the band
can be avoided and the samples
taken between the rows, a better
estimate of soil phosphorus can be
made. After discing, however, it is
difficult to see the row when sampling and one core may represent
the nutrient level in the row and
the next core may represent the
nutrient level between the rows.
The cores taken from the row will
cause an over-estimation of the soil
nutrients and result in low fertilizer recommendations.
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ing amounts of residual nutrients
from one portion of the field to
another. However, fertilizing at
the recommended rates will hold
th.e . nutrient variability to a
mImmum and, in turn, the
number of cores required to estima~e soil nutrients, especially
N03-N. The deeper the sample,
the more cores per sampling unit.
Depth of sampling is determined by soil texture, irrigation
practices, the crop to be grown and
the nutrient of interest. For example,_ wh~n you are sampling for
N03-N III sandy, irrigated soils to
be planted to sugarbeets, you need
deep samples.
Since irrigation can move
NOil-N in water through the soil
more readily in sandy soils, it is essential to sa~ple m.0re deeply to
properly estImate mtrogen needs.
Also, it is more important to accurately determine nitrogen needs of
sugarbeets than other crops bec~use of reduced sugar accumulatIOns when there is excess residual
NOil-N late in the growing season.
Each of. t~ese factors by itself may
be suffICIent reason for taking a
sample deeper than the recommended 3 feet. In each case of
s~Illdy ~oil, heavy irrigation, excesSIve mtrogen fertilization and
cropping of sugarbeets, th~ purpose of a deeper sample is to locate
the zone of NOil-N accumulation
so an accurate estimate of the
amount of this soil nutrient can be
made. Chart 5 indicates the
~umber of s~mples required to estImate N03-N when taking a
6-foot sample on a Hastings silt
loam. In contrast, dryland soils can
be adequately sampled with a
3-foot core. The low rainfall of
Nebraska will not leach the NOil-N
enough to require the deeper
sample.D
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New Course Emphasizes
Total Resource Concept
By Edward J. Peters
For several years, the need has
been discussed for a course which
would examine resources in general and develop in students an
appreciation and understanding
of the relationships a.mong resources.
A course entitled "Introduction
to Natural ~esources" is being in~
troduced thIS fall at the University
of Nebraska-Lincoln as a result of
discussions of the Natural Re"
sources Curriculum Committee.
. This course will present a unIfied look at the earth's resources
(a~r, water, soil, energy, living
thmgs) and how humans use them
It will hopefully orient Natu~l
Resource majors, whether they
choose the recreation, soil, water,
:ange or wildlife option, to think
m terms of the total environment.
This is especially difficult butimpo:ta~t, when most jobs today reqUIre mcreasing specialization.
In addition, there is the problem
of ~onfrontatit:m between agricultunsts and envIronmentalists. This
needs to be recognized and resolved so that progress in resource
management for the benefit of all
can occur. The committee felt a
co~rse such as this would give
m~Jors a better perspective of both
pomts of view.
Even though it is designed for
Natural Resource majors, all students with an interest in wise use
of our resources are encouraged to
enroll.
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EDWARD J. PETERS is assistant professor
of Poultry and Wildlife Sciences.

As we view the world situation
today, the need for a course such
as this seems dear. Shortages of
raw materials, food and energy
~ake the news every day. Warnmgs of pollution problems, over.
populatIOn and many other related catastrophes bombard us
until we are virtually numb.
What can we do?
Firs~, .we must recognize that the .
earth IS a dosed system. We have '..'
the same basic elements available'
today as the dinosaurs had. This'
means we. must think in terms of
recycling.resoutces,.not using and
discarding them~
Secondly, although the basic'
elements are the same, the form of
resources may be cha~ged'.by use,
and resources such as coal, oil and
natural gas win be used up.
.
Another point to remember is
that we must be careful·nott.o de~
~troy one resource white :develop~
lng another. For example. power
developments in the ·Pacific·
Northwest baY,e eliminated a.gQ(id
de~ of the.fishingjndusttythere.:.:
Fmally, we need tb think about:
long·term benefits rather than
short·term ones. Of what value win
!flaxim~m' production of farm or
Ill?Usttlal goods be today if. we
rum the land resourceS needed to
produce more in the future?
" In sho~t, ::e need to develop a
. land ethlc, as Aldo Leopoldp:ut
It, or a sense of stewardship oftlie
earth. Hopefully., the Natural Rec
sources class win help students to
see th~ interrelationship of re·
sources and how we can use our
kno:wledge to maintain .a qUality
enVIronment in whieh aD of us can'
live. 0
.

Cod Worms Ln

s

Should Cons
By Gunther O. W . Kruse and
Donald L. Ferguson
Occasionally, roundworms are
found in fish fillets---especially in
cod-which are bought at local
markets. Consumers question the
presence of these worms. This report explains the occurrence of
worms in cod, clears up some of
the misunderstandings about
parasites and is a guide for handling and preparing infected fish
fillets.
GUNTHER O. W. KRUSE is a graduate student in parasitology (School of Life Sciences). who participated in fish survey trips
in the northeast Atlantic sponsored by the
Dutch and German governments. DONALD
L. FERGUSON is professor of Veterinary Science.

Fish taken aboard a research vessel were identified. weighed and
meas'ured for a survey. Samples were collected for parasite study.
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ellets:

umers Be Concerned?
Scarcely a group of animals is
not affected by some kind of parasite. Animal parasites live in or on
other a nimals (the hosts), from
which they obtain their food. Most
parasites are physiologically
adapted to a few closely related
hosts. Some parasites may use fish
as fina l hosts, while others use
them as intermediate hosts.
Two co mmon groups of parasites are the roundworms (nematodes) a nd flatworms (flukes and
tapeworms) which live as adults in
various systems of their hosts. The
consumer of fish seldom sees them
because they are removed with the
internal orga ns when the fish is
cleaned.
The worms found in cod fillets
are larva l roundworms (of the

genera Porrocaecum, Contracaecum
or Anisakis) . Figure 4 shows the life
cycle of a Porrocaecum sp., often referred to as the "cod worm." The
adult worms live in the stomachs of
sea mammals (such as seals). Eggs
are produced by the mature
fema le worms and passed with the
host's waste material into the water. There they are swallowed by
planktonic an im als.
In this first intermediate host,
the larvae hatch and molt (shed
their cuticles). When young fish
such as herring feed on plankton,
they are infected by the worms and
become second intermediate hosts.
In the herring, the larvae molt
again and migrate to membranes.
The cod enters the life cycle by eating infected young herring and

Figure 2. Arrows show codworms in a cod fish . Right: A net
full of fish is hoisted aboard the research vessel.

the seals close the cycle by feeding
on cod; the worms molt for a final
time and become adults.
The cod is known to migrate
freely in search of food. Often it
moves far into the open sea where
it hunts herring and other schooling fishes. It undertakes extensive
spawning migrations. Tagging experiments have shown that cod
spawning off the southwest coast
of Iceland may reach the Barents
Sea and west Greenland. The cod's
life span is fairly long-IS to 20
years-and its food range is wide.
(Continued on next page)

Cod ...
The cod eats anything, feeding
on all kinds of crustaceans, marine
worms, molluscs and with increasing age, on other fish. Often it follows the spawning movements of
small herring. During this time,
cod are often found with their
stomachs full of herring eggs.
These habits, and particularly the
diet of the cod, result in its parasite
fauna being very rich.
When the cod worm larvae
reach the cod, they usually burrow
through the wall of the stomach
and migrate in the main body cavity to the liver where they lodge in
the membranes. The senior author
has seen the livers of cod covered
by so many larvae that the liver
appeared to be twice its normal
size, seemingly without ill effect on
the fish. Heavy infections cause
some of the worms to continue
migrating and these are the larvae
which encyst in the muscle tissue
(Figure 2).
Some parasitic roundworms in
fishes can cause problems in humans if they are still alive when
eaten but there is no record of cod
worms harming humans. The larvae of the "herring worm" (Anisakis), however, are known to have
caused 15 severe cases in Holland
in people who ate insufficiently
prepared herring simply brined,

r
FISH CURRY
2 Ibs. fish
3 T. cooking oil
1 large onion.
finely chopped
lY2 t. salt
Yt t. turmeric
Yz t. garlic powder

1
1

t.

Y4

t.

ginger powder

t. clirry pmvder
1 6-ounce can
tomato sauce
2 cups water

red pepper

2 t. lemon juice

Cut fish into large (2-inch) pieces. Mix I
teaspoon salt with half of turmeric and half
of garlic powder. Lightly rub salt mixture
on all fish pieces, sprinkle with lemon juice,
set aside for half an hour.
Saute onion in oil until golden brown. To
onion, add rest of turmeric and garlic powder, along with ginger, red pepper, and
curry. Stir for a half minute and add tomato sauce. Cover pan and cook over low
heat for 7 minutes, stirring occasionally.
Add the water and rest of salt. Bring to a
boil, add fish pieces, cover and simmer over
low heat until done. Serve with cooked rice.
Mrs. Nelson Samuel,
Batala (Punjab), India
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LIFE CYCLE OF
THE CODWORM

pickled or smoked). To avoid
human infections, all herring
landed in Holland must be frozen
at least 48 hours at -20°C (-4°F),
which will kill any worm larvae
pre,sent.
Freezing Kills Worms
All cod sold in our area is frozen
for shipping and keeping purposes, and this would kill any
worms in the fillets. Parasites also
are killed when the fish is thoroughly cooked.
All fish sold to the consumer is
carefully inspected. Only a very
small portion of the fillets reaching
the consumer is affected by
roundworm larvae. The fillets are
examined the first time for
roundworms and other irregularities when cut and skinned
and again before they are packed.
Each fillet runs over a "candling
table" (milk glass with strong
lamps under it) and is inspected
for any worm larvae in the meat.
All opaque areas, blood spots or
other marks are investigated and
cut out. If parasites are found in
the fillet it is discarded. In spite of
this rigorous inspection, infected
fillets occasionally will reach the
retail market and you, the consumer, will discover the larvae in
the fish you bought.
Retailers, asked what the con-

sumer should do with infected fillets, answered that the fish should
be returned either to be exchanged for another package of
fish or for a refund. We emphasize
that there is no danger involved in
handling infected fish. The larvae
can easily be seen, cut out and the
fish cooked in the normal manner.
If the fillets are no longer attractive, one could use a recipe for fish
pieces such as the one prepared by
Mrs. Nelson Samuel for "What's
Bugging That Fish" (an anglers
guide prepared by the Nebraska
Game and Parks Commission).
The incidence of infected fish is
very small in relation to the numbers landed. The total annual
catch of cod in the North Atlantic
is about 2.5 million tons. Depending on where the catch comes
from, the infection level may vary
considerably. One study of fish
taken off the east coast of Newfoundland showed one to six
roundworms per 100 pounds (45
kg) of cod fillet.
Every reasonable precaution is
taken to prevent parasites from
being present in fish that reach the
market. It should also be emphasized that the occurrence of
worms in cod offered for sale does
not imply carelessness or bad practices on the part of the processor
or retailer.D

Changing Faces of Students
Result In Ag Orientation Course
By T.

J.

Helms

Agriculture is one of man's most
challenging frontiers!
It is without question a complex,
technology-based discipline which
must be further developed if we
are to meet man's future needs for
food and fiber. Going along with
this development is the professional education and training of
more students to meet the needs of
the production, business and science aspects of agriculture.
In order to help meet the changing needs of students, the U niversity of Nebraska College of Agriculture is offering a new course
called "Agriculture-Man's Frontier." One of its aims is to help students investigate career opportunities in agriculture and natural
resources.
Agriculture today is experiencing favorable job markets. This is
expected to continue and to stimulate increased interest in the field.
Historically, agriculture students
in Nebraska have come from
farms and ranches or small rural
towns. There are, however, limits
to the number of rural students
that will be available. A decreasing
population in rural areas will provide fewer prospective students
and should lead us to expect that
more urban men and women will
enter colleges and schools of agriculture.

Other enrollment resources include transfer students from Nebraska's community colleges and
other state colleges, and our own
students who quit before completing academic program requirements.
New Trends
The information in Tables 1 and
2 illustrates several trends in enrollments in UNL's College of Agriculture during 1971 to 1975:
1) overall increased enrollments;
2) increased enrollments of women; 3) increased enrollments of
students from largely urban Douglas and Lancaster Counties. (This
information, although inconclusive on the urban versus rural origin of students, illustrates the
trend from two Nebraska counties
where large cities exist); and
4) consistent enrollments of transfer students from Nebraska colleges and colleges outside Nebraska.
Collectively, these trends have
had a significant impact on the
College of Agriculture. For example, a professor can no longer assume that students have the experience to understand his jargon as
he could when agriculture students were typically males with experience in crop or livestock production or both. Many students
must be oriented to all the com-

Table 1. Autumn Enrollments of Undergraduate Students in the
College of Agriculture, 1971-75.

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

\.1ale

Female

7r Female

Total

\-hle

Female

1432
1393
1449
1422
1517

1376
1314
1331
127S
1341

56
79
liS
144
176

3.91
5.67
S.14
10.12
11.60

216
230
260
291
307

193
194
213
224
244

23
36
47
67
63

T. J. HELMS is assistant dean of the College of Agriculture and associate professor
of Entomology.

Table 2. Autumn Enrollments of New Undergraduate Transfer
Students in the College of Agriculture, 1971-75.

Douglas & Lancaster Counties
TOlal

plexities of agriculture and the
ever-expanding fields of study.
The new course, (Agriculture
100) will be offered the first time
this fall. The course includes topics
on the development and scope of
today's agriculture, future challenges in agriculture and the relationship of education, research
and extension in land-grant institutions such as the University of
Nebraska at Lincoln.
Ag 100 students will be expe~t.ed
to investigate career opportumtles
in agriculture and natural resources, to develop educational objectives for themselves and to develop a proposed program of
study which may apply while they
are undergraduate students. Ideally, Ag 100 students will be better
prepared to select and pursue
their academic programs.
This orientation course represents one of many of the changing
features of the College of Agriculture. Each change seeks to respond to the new frontiers of agriculture. American agriculture
has been at the leading edge in agricultural knowledge and its application and must continue to push
forward to meet national and
worldwide goals.D

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

J\E

I'\onc-:'\JE

Total

Colleges

Colleges

Male

Female

76
SO
54
71
SI

60
67
41
52
63

16
13
13
19
IS

74
75
46
65
75

2
5
S
6
6
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Only 10 acres of Nebraska land
were drip irrigated last year,
but the method may prove more
practical in the future.

By Deane M. Manbeck

Typical moisture distribution pattern from a drip
irrigation system.

Drip-drip-drip is a new way of
applyIng water to Nebraska's soil.
Drip irrigation, also known as
tri~kle irrigation, is the slow applicatIon of water to the soil surface
through tin y holes (emitters) in
plastic tubing at low pressure .
More than 60 different crops,
from almonds to wheat, have been
drip irrigated . In 1975 more tha n
270,000 acres (120,000 hectares)
were irrigated with this method
around the world. About 60,000
(27,000 ha) of these acres were in
Cali fornia. Less than 10 acres (4
ha) were dr ip irrigated in Ne braska.
A crop must have enough water
for its needs at al1 times to produce
well. If moisture is not readi ly
available, the plant uses mu ch of
its energy trying to obtain water,
rather than for growing. An obvious way of reducing this search for
moisture is to supp ly water to the
plant as it uses it. Continuous, or
almost continuous, application of
water at a low rate wil1 satisfy the
needs. For example, a crop using
Y3 inch (8 mm) of moisture a day
must be supplied with 0.2 gal10ns
(0.75 liter) per da y per square foot
of surface area (8 liters/day/m 2 ).
Why Drip?
The ideal place to apply water is
the root zone from where t h e
moisture is extracted. A method
cal1ed subsurface irrigation p laces
water in the root zone from low
pressure tubing. It is very similar

to drip irrigation in material, design and operation. The trend in
recent years, however, has been to
slow ly and co ntinuously app ly
water to the so il surface as with
drip irrigation.
Some crops do not cover the entire soil surface, making it wasteful
to apply water to the e ntire fie ld.
In fact many crops, such as vineyards, fruit and nut trees and some
row crops, cover on ly a smal1 perce ntage of the soi l surface. To reduce the amount of water applied,
evaporation from areas without
crops and a mount of weedy area,
water can be applied d irectly and
over the crop root system on ly
through drip irrigation.
Deep percol a tion from open
ditches and furrows and unnecessary evaporation of moisture a re
losses which cannot be tolerated
wh.en ~a~er i~ scarce. When using
drip IrrigatIOn, water flowing
through tubin g to the point of actual use el iminates these losses.
In ma~ y areas problems of deep
percolatIon a nd surface runoff
may occur because rain fa l1 s when
the soi l is ful1 from irrigation.
There is not room in the root zone
to receive al1 the added moisture.
Whe.n .wat~r is applied through
dnp IrngatIOn to very specific locations above the root zone, there is a
la rge soi l vo lum e betwee n irrigated zones where the rainfal1 ca n
be stored.
is assoc iate professor of
AgrIcultura l Engineer in g.

DEANE M. MANBECK

It is very difficult, if not impossible, to operate in the field while
the surface is still wet during or
afte r irrigation. When water is
a pplied by drip irrigation to very
s mall points above a root zone,
there is a large dry surface area for
tra ffic.
Pipe sizes must be large enough
to transport water with minimum
friction loss . In drip irrigation,
when the rates and amounts of
application are low, main line and
lateral line sizes can be small and
energy requirements are low.
Much of the water available for
irrigation throughout the world
has a high salt content. As evapotranspiration removes moisture
from the soil, salt remains. The salt
concentration progressively increases and may reduce crop
growth . It is almost always the accumulated salt which injures
crops, not the salt in the water itself. In drip irrigation the soil sui~
face around the plant is continually wet by frequently applying water. Any accumulation of salt will
occur at the fairly constant edge of
the wetted area. The soluble salt
concentration near the plant will
be minimal.
Labor is required to move
equipment from one irrigation to
the next. This labor is eliminated
when enough equipment is available to supply water directly to almost every plant with drip irrigation.

How to Drip
A drip irrigation system consists
of control head components, plastic tube mains and laterals with
emitters to drip the water on the
soil surface at less than 12 pound
per square inch (3 kPa). The flow
from an emitter may be from V4 up
to 4 gallons per hour (gph) (1 to 15
liters/hr) depending on the size of
the opening and the operating
pressure. From the emitters the
moisture spreads outward and
downward into the root zone.
The tubing often is Y2 inch 15 mm
in diameter. The diameter of the
holes usually is 0.010 to 0.040 inches. (0.25 to 1.0 mm). The pressure within the tubing may be only
2 pounds per square inch or up to
40 psi (14 to 275 kPa) . However,

the various emitters through
which the water must flow reduce
the pressure to less than 12 psi (3
kPa) as the water is applied to the
soil. Thus, the water literally drips
or trickles out.
The control head is the management center for the system
where water is measured, filtered,
pressure regulated, timed for application and perhaps a soluble
chemical product is added. As in
all irrigation systems a meter for
measuring the amount of water
applied is essential for good management. Filtering is important to
remove sediment and other
foreign matter from the water to
reduce the plugging of the emitters . Filtering may be done with
sand separators, sand beds where
water seeps through the pores between sand grains or through
manufactured screens.

An emitter plugged because of deposits from the
water.

Pressure Important
The commonly recommended
filter size for many emitters that
may be used in Nebraska is 100 or
200 mesh . Since accurate discharge from most emitters is absolutely dependent on the pressure
within the system, pressure regulators and gauges to monitor the
pressure in the main lines and laterals are necessary. Check valves
are needed to prevent flow back
into the supply after chemicals are
injected into the drip system.
Mains and submains are any size
necessary to carry the water to the
laterals without too much friction.
These supply lines often are
buried polyethylene or PVC (polyvinyichloride) pipe. If the drip system is on a sloping field, it may be
necessary to have several pipe sizes
and friction to balance the elevation changes. Usually the pressure
in a drip system is between 10 and
30 psi to obtain a more uniform
distribution of water.
Laterals are connected to the
mains and submains. They usually
are polyethylene pipe placed on
the soil surface but may be buried
at shallow depths for protection
from traffic and animals. Laterals
carry water to the emitters.
About 100 emitters have been
manufactured but all are one of

three kinds . They may be the
orifice type which uses the friction
of the water flowing through a
small diameter hole to red uce the
pressure from inside of the tubing
to the outside. The long path type
uses a larger size opening, but the
length of the path through which
the water must flow in order to get
out of the tubing may be 8 feet (2.5
m) long or more. This causes a
considerable amount of friction
and thus reduces the pressure. A
third type of emitter is the vortex
type which brings the water into
the side of a chamber before it
leaves through a central hole. The
swirling action reduces the pressure.
Most emitters are manufactured
to provide a fixed rate of flow at a
particular water pressure. A few
have adjustable flow rates. Discharge rates available usually
range from Y2 to 2 gallons per
hour (2-7.5 liters). Emitters provide a point source of water, however, a few have perforated or
porous walls and provide a line
source. The smaller the opening in
the emitter the greater the tendency for it to be plugged with sediment or chemical deposits .
Some emitters can be cleaned by
(Continued on next page)
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Drip .. .
applying higher-than-normal
pressure, others can be partially
disassembled and cleaned, and still
others may simply be replaced
when they are plugged. Selfflushing emitters and pressure
compensating emitters are available. The latter are designed to
discharge a certain flow rate over a
wide range of lateral pressures.
Lateral Lengths Vary
Point source emitters may be
spaced along the laterals at intervals of 8 inches (0.2 m) for small
row crops, up to 10 feet (3.0 m) or
more for large trees. The length of
the lateral depends on the spacing
between emitters, the pressure in
the lateral, the slope of the lateral
and the flow rate. The maximum
length for uniform application
along the entire lateral varies from
200 to 1,000 feet (60-300 m). It is
recommended that the drip system
be large enough to furnish the
moisture needs of the crop without
operating more than 18 hours a
day. Closely spaced row crops may
only require emitters between
every other row. Lateral moisture
movement through the soil will determine the spacing.
A wide variety of emitters and
other equipment is available and
careful selection is required. Drip
systems are sensitive to water pressure and quality which affect the
uniformity of discharge. They
should be carefully and individually designed to function properly
at minimum cost. You cannot buy
a system "off the shelf' and expect
to be satisfied.
Manufacturers report costs of
total drip systems vary from $100
an acre ($22S/ha) for widely
spaced orchards up to $1,000 an
acre ($2,2S0/ha) for some row
crops. The price per foot of laterals and for each emitter is a few
cents. However, the necessity of
having a lateral for every row, or at
least every other row, with an emitter every foot or two means that
the total costs can be rather high.
Also some emitters with pressure
compensating and self-flushing
features and several discharge outlets may cost $2 each or more.
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Factors which affect the purchase price per acre of a wellengineered system include: filtering requirements, pressure regulation needed, size of area, spacing
of plants, chemical application
equipment, amount of automatic
controls, plant moisture requirements and permanency. Some
companies have reduced the unit
costs on their laterals with built-in
emitter openings to the point
where they can be thrown away
after one season. One must be
careful in selecting the most inexpensive drip laterals because they
may be intended for a short life.
Limited water supply, low quality water, elevation differences,
wind, high value crops, shortage of
labor or irregularly shaped areas
can justify the investment in a drip
irrigation system. Low energy consumption also is a characteristic of
drip irrigation systems because of
the relatively low operating pressures and low rates of flow.

Why Not Drip?
Filtering water before it enters
the laterals is perhaps the most
important problem of drip irrigation. Any material in the water
which makes the water less than
pure may clog the emitter. Iron
and sulfur bacteria, algae and
other microorganisms in water
contribute to emitter plugging and
must be treated. Any required
chemical treatment must be done
before filtering. The original cost
and maintenance of the total filtration system are often obstacles to
readily accepting a drip irrigation
system.
Fortunately the quality of Nebraska's ground water is generally
good and extensive filtering probably is not required. The biggest
problem is salt, which dries in the
emitter openings after the water is
turned off. It becomes difficult to
break through that plugging the
next time the system is used.
Uniform application to a crop is
essential for consistent growth.
Non-uniform application is usually
because of pressure differences
within the drip system. Pressure
differences can be caused by the
slope of the field, friction loss in

the piping, leaks, length of laterals,
plugged emitter and changed
supply pressure. Each drip system
should be individually engineered,
then operated and maintained
correctly for satisfactory discharge.
Water made available to plants
from a drip irrigation system is
concentrated in a small area of the
root zone. Without another source
of moisture, such as precipitation,
the roots probably concentrate
themselves within this relatively
small volume of wetted soil. Nutrients, as well as moisture, must then
be supplied to this dense root system. The plant is dependent on a
continuous operating drip system
because the limited soil volume
provides little moisture and nutrient reserve in case of system failure.
Rodents and other gnawing
animals may present a real problem. They either find the emitters
an excellent drinking fountain and
would like to enlarge them or they
simply like to chew. Polyethylene is
especially susceptible to rodent
damage. The mains and laterals
can be buried and then aboveground emitters can be used for
some crops. When laterals are on
the ground surface, heavier materials may be used or some method
of rodent control can be used.
Another disadvantage of using a
drip system, especially for annual
crops, is the problem of removing
the many laterals and fittings, so
that farming practices, such as
land preparation, planting and
harvesting, can be performed.
Subsurface irrigation may be used
for large areas of annual crops
where labor for seasonally moving
laterals would be excessive.
The initial cost of a drip irrigation system can be a hindrance.
However, with increasing energy
costs, the convenience of operation
and better growth, drip irrigation
has a place in Nebraska's crop
production.
Nebraska probably will never be
completely green by drip-dripdrip. However, garden crops, fruit
trees, ornamentals, turf, and oddshaped fields will be producing
better with less water as drip irrigation comes to the plains.D

Land Use:
A Public
And Private
Matter
By Duane A. Olsen
Many farmers and ranchers are
increasingly suspicious of claims of
public interests in land use and of
land use policies which restrict a
private owner from doing what he
pleases with his land.
The landowners, however, have
long recognized the public's role
and interest in programs of soil
conservation and for controlling
noxious weeds. Public programs
affecting wildlife habitats, environmental quality and soil conservation are but a few in which
the use of land is a key element.
But what happens when public
and private interests conflict?
Land Use Traditions
Traditionally, the preference
has been toward private landowners who are relatively free to
choose what they want for their
land.
This preference is reflected in
the large amount of land held by
private owners such as farmers
and homeowners. While 58 per
cent of the nation's land is held by
private landowners, large areas of
federally owned land are found in
a few western states. About 85 per
cent of Nevada and 90 per cent of
Alaska are federally owned.
Private landowners in Nebraska
DUANE A. OLSEN is extension economist
and associate professor of Agricultural
Economics.

Third parties
are affected by
buyer and seller
decisions.

control more than 93 per cent of
the state's 48.9 million acres. The
freedom of these private landowners to choose for themselves
the best use of their land is an important part of this tradition.
Public controls on private land
have been used in rural areas such
as in controlling noxious weeds.
However, zoning, and other land
use control, has been reluctantly
applied in rural areas. Zoning
tends to be used most near larger
communities where they are used
to avoid land use conflicts. Comprehensive plans and zoning resolutions have been prepared for
about one-third of Nebraska's
counties generally located in or
near more heavily populated
areas.
An equally important tradition
affecting land and its use is a preference for the forces of the market to guide changes in land use.
Although private owners are free
to decide land use, changing prices
and a desire for the highest profits
encourage owners to make decisions which shift land toward its
"best" use. This best, or most intensive, use is not determined by
maximum production alone, but
by the profit or economic returns
expected from different land uses.
It has historically been assumed
that in the long run these individuals' land use decisions will be
consistent with the best interests of
the nation.

Many public policies have been
introduced which reinforce market incentives to encourage developing our abundant land resources. The United States' 200
years of unparalleled growth and
development provides ample evidence for many people that the influence of the market on land use
has served the nation well. Consequently, any proposal to change
its influence is likely to be considered reluctantly.
Looking beyond the bicentennial year, new conditions have
come about which may mean a reevaluation of goals or policies encouraging growth and development is in order. The increasing
variety of demands of a growing
national and world population on
a relatively fixed supply of land
and other natural resources have
become more and more apparent.
Although differing views of world
population, environmental and
energy concerns are obvious, few
people would argue that the historic assumptions of the good old
days are equally appropriate today. World population, now about
4 billion, has increased annually
about 2 per cent in recent years. At
the current rate of growth, world
population has been projected at
nearly 7 billion by the year 2000.
People have become increasingly concerned about relations
(Continued on next page)
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Many land use decisions are irreversible

There is the fertile vallev
our ancestors grazed upon r

tions of future generations. The
effect of current market conditions on the future has drawn the
attention of those who say too
much emphasis is placed on land
value for current use and too little
on land as a resource to be preserved and conserved.
Goals May Conflict

Land Use ...
between the environment and the
effects of concentrated waste disposal, the pressure of world population growth and its food and
fiber requirements, as well as the
limited supply of many natural resources. Many say it is time to
reappraise traditional assumptions
about our natural resources, and
to recognize conditions created by
more demand and uncertain, increasingly scarce supplies of some
land resources.
If re-ordering society's goals is
in order, the central question is
whether current market forces are
likely to satisfactorily guide our
land use decisions. The situations
in which the market's influence is
least likely to lead us to satisfactory
solutions should be examined. For
example, third party effects and
irreversible land transfers.
Market forces, which encourage
a change in the use of land, do not
always reflect the range of effects
on third parties.
It would be foolish to a-ssume
that buyers and sellers don't consider the effects of their decisions
on other property owners or on
residents. However, there may be
no economic incentive for them to
do so.
This condition is most obvious
when the new land use results in a
byproduct not accounted for by
the market. Environmentalists'
have focused attention on busi-
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nesses causing new odors, noise,
air or water pollution. However,
this condition may also be observed in many large public and
private developments from which
both good and bad effects fall on
third parties outside the local area.
Market incentives are expected to
shift land in the direction of its
most intensive, or profitable, use.
An individual landowner may
choose to ignore the chance for
more profits. Overtime market
prices adjust for changes in supply
and demand to encourage shifts in
land use from rangeland to crop
production, commercial cattle
feeding, residential developments
and to intensive industrial and
commercial uses. However, land
and many other resources do not
enjoy the same flexibility as the
market. For example, although future price levels may dictate the return of prime land to agriculture,
this is often irreversible.
Once the resource is changed
many of its qualities either cannot
be regained or require a large investment to recover. The best
example of the irreversibility of
many land use decisions is when
historic sites, archeological resources or the unique habitats of
endangered wildlife are lost
forever. Yet, the use of prime agricultural land for interstate high"'
ways, residential developments,
airports and industrial parks also
have a certain irreversibility.
This irreversibility limits the op-

The search for balance between
public and private rights is being
made at all levels of government.
Further, public interests are diverse and there often are conflicting goals. For example, to encourage settlement of the frontier, the
Homestead Act was passed. This
reflects public interest in growth.
However, a seemingly conflicting goal-the conservation and
preservation of land resourcessupported the Forest Reserve Act
of 1891 and encouraged establishing national parks and game refuges. Today, equally different
public interests are obvious in programs of local and national government. Zoning, a police power
states often give to local governments, receives much attention
when land use controls are discussed. Yet government has several powers or tools which affect
private land use decisions. Differing public interests are most apparent when we recognize that
private land use decisions are also
influenced by government actions
to condemn, tax, spend and to inform.
These government actions may
produce economic windfalls or
wipeouts for private landowners.
Windfall gains and wipeouts refer
to changes in property values
which are not the result of a
change in either management or
of the productivity of land.
Windfall economic gains may
come when public investments in
new schools, highways, parks and
playgrounds create the opportunity for nearby landowners to
switch their land to more profitable use. However, more attention
usually is given public actions
which result in wipeouts, either
reducing the productivity of land
in its present use or restricting the
future opportunities to change to a
more profitable use.

Pro posals to change the market's
infl ue nce and to protect the public
interest may further limit the private la ndowner. Market prices signal the changing desires of consumers as consumers allocate their
reso urces to buy goods and services. But how can public interests
such as effects on a third party and
on future generations be valued?
Search For Balance

T he U.S. Constitution addresses
thi s problem, attempting to protect a private landowner by prohibiting taking his property witho ut just compensation. Clearly,
whe n government "takes" prope rty through condemnation an atte mpt must be made to provide
j ust compensation. Yet a difficult
problem appears when the public
imposes regulations which limit
t he landowner's choices. When is
the land "taken" and compensatio n required or what compensatio n is 'Just?"
The level of government at
which public opinion on land use is
best expressed poses another proble m. Political boundaries, lik e
fe nces across the landscape, do not
fit all public concerns about land
nor do they have the resources to
deal with them equally well. Consequently, opinions and policies
are formed at all levels of governme nt.
At the national level, programs
are designed for soil conservation,
fl ood control, recreation and other
la nd uses. A similar range of interest is found at the local revel. Local
gove rnments make and carry out
p la ns for schools, parks, roads,
se wa ge and waste disposal and
t ~ e se affect private land use decisio ns.
The search for balance between
public and private interests wi ll
never be totally resolved. Political
a nd legal adjustments in the role
of the market will be made by citizens participating in these areas.
T he re are but three choices: to use
o ur la nd resources and destroy
them , to use and maintain or conserve them or to leave them in
the ir natural state. All three
choices have been used in the past.
~ nd o ubtedly, all three will be used
III the future as well in the pursuit
of a pattern of land use which best
satisfies the needs of both current
and future generations.D

Diagnostic Network Helps
Stockmen In Nebraska
By Oliver D. Grace
Diseases in livestock mean losses
to livestock producers.
Lowered product.ion and reproduction, inefficient weight gains, a
lower quality product to sell, cost
of medication and death all add up
to lowered profits.
Another step forward in controlling livestock diseases in Nebraska
has been taken, however, since the
Veterinary Diagnostic Staff of the
University of Nebraska-Linco ln
moved March 16 to the new Veterinary Diagnostic Building. The
new facility is in the northeast part
of East Campus.
Dr. OLIVER D.
erinary Science.
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is professor of Vet-

When disease strikes, identification of the problem is essential.
Stockmen depend on their veterinarians for this service. In some
disease outbreaks the veterinarian
may want laboratory assistance to
confirm his diagnosis. He can obtain this assistance at any of the
three diagnostic laboratories in the
Department of Veterinary Science.
The laboratories are at Scottsbluff,
North Platte and Lincoln. (Scottsbluff and North Platte do not have
laboratory facilities for toxicology
(poisoning and antidotes), virology
(virus diseases), and mycology
(fungus) , at this time).
A new diagnostic service was activated May 1 at the Scottsbluff
Experiment Station with Dr. Dean

Veterinary Science Lab at North Platte, Nebraska. Other
labs are at Scottsbluff and Lincoln for service to the
livestock industry.

(Continued on next page)

Labs ...
Darling in charge of operations.
Dr. Darling will have facilities and
technical assistance to handle most
problems. For virus isolation work
and some similar complex laboratory tests, he will send portions of
the specimen to the Lincoln laboratory.
Similar referrals will be made by
Dr. Clair Hibbs, the veterinarian
responsible for the North Platte
Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory.
In recent years it has been
necessary to refer specimens to out
of state laboratories for some
examinations. This meant a longer
wait for diagnosis because of travel
time and the fact that other laboratories already had a full workload.
All three Nebraska laboratories
will be operated in ways supporting the efforts of each other and
assisting veterinarians and the livestock industry as much as possible.
The Lincoln Veterinary Diagnostic Center is undergoing a
shake down process to eliminate
the usual problems found in new
building construction. Staffing of
the center as planned was authorized by the Nebraska Legislature and funds for the added staff

were provided in the budget of the
Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources. The individuals required to provide the leadership in
each of the diagnostic specialty
areas are being recruited for the
staff as rapidly as possible. Areas
of diagnostic activity to be added
first include: virology, toxicology
and mycology, the latter being partially implemented. Recognition of
more viral agents as the cause of
disease problems makes it necessary that Nebraska be able to isolate and identify these agents.
A good example of this was the
discovery of Reo- and Coronaviruses as the cause of calf-scours
by Dr. Charles Mebus of the Veterinary Research faculty. Now that
the discovery of the cause of calfscours has been made, it is up to
the diagnosticians to make use of
the identifying tests and report to
the cattleman if these particular
viruses are responsible for scours
in his herd.
Tests Prevent Losses
Extensive use of chemicals in agriculture, in both plant and livestock production, means that livestock can be exposed to poisonous
amounts of these products. It is

Dr. L. D. McGill, left, and Dr. Oliver Grace work on the hydraulic necropsy (autopsy) table, one of
only a handful in the nation.

important that the diagnostician
be able to confirm or eliminate
such poisonings by providing a
complete examination when a
sudden death loss occurs in a herd.
Occasionally poisons develop in
hay or other feeds because of the
accumulation of such substances as
nitrate or cyanic acid. Tests of feed
by a toxicologist can prevent heavy
loss from such poisons.
Some poisonings occur when
feed supplies become moldy. The
mycologist can determine if
toxin-producing molds or yeasts
are present. Diseases such as aspergillosis in poultry or mycotic
stomatitis of cattle may be detected
by the mycologist in his laboratory.
Services that already have been
provided in the areas of gross
pathology, microscopic pathology
(histopathology), clinical pathology, bacteriology, serology and
parasitology will be continued and
some of these areas will be expanded. An opportunity to study
the case of specimen in greater detail by the use of all available
examinations will provide you and
your veterinarian a more complete, accurate and rapid diagnosis
than was possible in the past.
We will be continually searching

Dr. Grace, Dr. Dean Darling and technician Renee
Hart examine a culture.
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for new ways to improve the diagnostic service in speed and accuracy. An example of this might be
the examination of blood samples
for leptospirosis. The agglutination test now used is of value, but it
does not permit testing for all
serotypes found in our various
species of animals. Tests to determine the presence of Smedi viruses in aborted pigs are available.
Until the new Veterinary Diagnostic Center was constructed,
there were no facilities in N ebraska where these tests could be
applied. Other more specific tests
require considerable laboratory
work and personnel time. Our new
facilities and the securing of additional staff will permit more precise tests.
New Discoveries Ahead
Many problems observed in the
diagnostic laboratory have later
developed into research projects
for our research veterinarians.
This is expected to continue. New
disease problems are revealed as
solutions are found for our present diseases because new knowledge permits new discoveries.
Reduction of the brucellosis infection has lead to the discovery
that vibriosis was more severe than
had been thought. H ydrocepalus
was found to be responsible for
stillborn or weak calves. Outbreaks
of erysipelas in swine and tuberculosis in swine and chickens have
been reduced after the discovery
of these in the diagnostic laboratory. Tests assisting in wiping out
hog cholera in Nebraska were developed in the Veterinary Science
Department with the diagnostic
staff making contributions.
Establishment and construction
of the three Veterinary Diagnostic
Laboratories came about because
of the needs the livestock industry
to help solve disease problems.
The efforts of many people
from various agricultural organizations went into obtaining construction funds for the laboratories. We hope you will visit us and
familiarize yourselves with the services available. The laboratories
are ready to help you and your
veterinarian when you need it.D

Weaned Pigs

Simple Diet May Be Adequate
By Bobby D. Moser

level of protein and what type and
level of antibiotic should be fed?
A study was conducted to determine the effect of simple vs
complex diets, oat groats vs no oat
groats, and ASP-250 vs Aueromycin (fed at the same level), on
growth, feed conversion and survival of pigs weaned at 3 to 4 weeks
of age (Table 1).
The complex diets contained
dried skim milk, sugar, whey, fish
solubles, brewer's yeast and lard as
well as grain, soybean meal, minerals and vitamins. The simple
diets were corn and soybean meal
fortified with minerals and vitamins. The complex and simple
starter diets were balanced to 18
per cent protein.

The period immediately after
weaning is one of the major stress
periods for the pig. Getting pigs
started on feed and growing without developing scours or edema is
a real problem. Management of
the pig's environment plays an important role in his survival and
ability to start eating and growing
normally.
What type of diet should be fed
is another important factor to consider. Some questions being asked
about diets are, how complex
should the diet be? Does the pig
after weaning need milk in his diet
or is a simple corn-soybean meal
diet adequate? What source and

(Continued on next page)

Table 1. Composition of Experimental Diets (Nebraska Experiment 754B).
Complex

Simple

Ingrediem

Ground corn
Soybean meal
Rolled oats groats
Vitamin-Antibiotic premix a
Dehydrated alfalfa
Ground wheat
Sugar
Dried skim milk
Dried whey
Dried fish solubles
Dried brewers yeast
Lard
Salt (Iodized)
Dicalcium phosphate
Ground limestone
Trace minerals
Total

44.7
11.2
1.0

32.45
8.45
15.0
1.0

10.0
5.0
15.0
5.0
2.5
1.0
2.5
0.5
1.0
0.5
0.1
100.00

10.0
5.0
15.0
5.0
2.5
1.0
2.5
0.5
1.0
0.5
0.1
100.00

70.2
23.5
1.0
2.5

57.9
20.8
15.0
1.0
2.5

0.5
1.5
0.7
0.1
100.00

0.5
1.5
0.7
0.1
100.00

aComplex and simple diet contained ASP-250 or aueromycin supplemented at the same
le\:el of antibiotic activity, 250 gm/ton.
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Diet ...
All pigs were fed a starter similar to that of the complex diets before weaning and for about one
week after weaning before being
placed on the treatment diets.
Continuing on the starter diet for
one week after weaning was an attempt to bridge the gap between
the high milk diet the pig was receiving from the sow and the high
grain diet fed after weaning.
Average daily gain was the same
for those pigs fed the complex and
the simple diets (Table 2). However, the complex diets did improve feed conversion (1.79 vs
1.93). This is a 7.8 per cent improvement in feed conversion
which must be balanced against
the cost of the diets. Adding rolled
oat groats to the diets had no effect
on gain. Pigs fed diets containing
oat groats required slightly more
feed to produce a pound of gain
(1.84 vs 1.90) than diets without
oat groats.
ASP-250 produced faster (0.79
vs 0.72 lb/day) and more efficient
gains (1.82 vs 1.90) than Aueromycin added to the diet at the
same rate of antibiotic activity
(250g./ton). The herd was infected
with atrophic rhinitis, which may
explain the response of the pigs to
the ASP-250.
There were 192 pigs with an average weight of 14.3 pounds that
started the test and 188 pigs weighing 37.7 pounds that finished the
test. The death of the four pigs
was not associated with anyone
treatment.
This research does not answer
all the questions about proper diet
after weaning, but may help in
making a decision.
Based on this study, pigs weaned
at approximately four weeks of
age should be fed a relatively simple corn-soybean meal diet, fortified with minerals and vitamins
balanced to 18 per cent protein. A
broad spectrum antibiotic should
be added at around 50 to 200 gm/
ton. ASP-250 is preferred over
Aueromycin if the herd is infected
with A trophic rhinitis.
Ground oats could be added to
the above diet at the rate of about
10 to 15 per cent to guard against
24
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edema. Adding oats may decrease
feed conversion but may be economically feasible if edema is a
problem. This type of diet can be
fed to pigs until they weigh about
40 pounds. Pigs should probably
be fed the complex starter a few

t

days after weaning and grad}1ally
switched to the above recommended diets.D

BOBBY D. MOSER is assistant professor of
Animal Science.

Table 2. Effect of Diet on Gain and Feed Conversion of Weanling
Pigs (Nebraska Experiment 75411 a.b).
Complexc Simplec
Diet
Diet

Daily gain, lb
Daily feed intake, lb
Feed/gain

0.76
1.36
1.79

aInitial we, 14.3 lb. Final we, 37.7 lb.
b192 pits started, 188 pigs finished.
C18% protein.
dAntibiotic activity, 250 gm/ton.
e~o FDA approved claims for this level.

0.75
1.45
1.93

Oat Groats

+

0.77 0.79
1.41 1.40
1.84 1.90

ASp·250'

Auero·
mycind,e

0.79
1.44
1.82

0.72
1.37
1.90
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